Helping Communities Thrive Since 1900

Product List
Siemens offers a best-in-class, comprehensive
process instrumentation portfolio for the widest
range of applications. Whether you want to
measure pressure, temperature, flow or level
Siemens has the right products for your industry.

Siemens Siwarex weighing technology offers
complete weighing systems including load
cells, static and belt scales and a wide range
of electronics designed to complement and
enhance your plant automation.

Process Instrumentation

Proximity sensors, fieldbus products, industrial
cordsets and connectors, intrinsically safe
barriers, industrial Ethernet, remote IO

Tyco Gas and Flame Detection is a global leader
in gas and flame detection measurement.
They offer enhanced capabilities for deep
integrations, and for crafting end-to-end
solutions providing better protection for our
clients.
Scott Safety, Detcon, Simtronics, GMI and
Oldham brands comprise the new Tyco Gas and
Flame Detection business.

Gems Sensors & Controls offers OEM
manufacturing services to meet the quality,
quantity, and cost objectives of your product,
assembly or system. They have the necessary inhouse capabilities to manufacture short-runs to
mid or high volumes of your custom liquid level,
pressure, and flow sensors, as well as switches
and solenoid valves.

Leaders in the Canadian marketplace in the
manufacture of Thermocouples, RTD’s, Thermo
wells and a wide range of temperature measuring
assemblies.

Hach are world leaders in the manufacture of
water analyzers and reagents.

FCI are pioneers in the manufacture and
development of thermal dispersion mass flow
technology. Their offer includes switches for
level, flow, interface and temperature
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Product List
Festo is a worldwide leading supplier of
pneumatic and electric automation technologies
offering industrial and process automation
components and turnkey solutions.

Shaft speed sensors, shaft speed switches,
bearing temperature sensors, belt misalignment
devices, vibration switches, position monitors for
slide gates and valves, tilt switches, motor speed
controllers, and complete hazard monitoring
systems for processing plants.

Operator Interfaces, Signal Conditioners,
Panel Meters for process, current, voltages,
Thermocouples, RTD’s & Strain Gage. PID
controllers.

Process Instrumentation

Banner Sure Cross™ networks offer industrial
grade wireless solutions for the most demanding
applications. From point to point systems
to complex networks Banner Sure Cross™
have the right sensors for secure and reliable
communications.

Signal Conditioners,
Components.

Electronic

Field

Bus

Ashcroft is a world leader in the design and
manufacture of pressure and temperature
gauges and switches, pressure transmitters and
diaphragm seals. These products are used in a
wide spectrum of industrial and commercial
applications.

Valves, actuators & valve control products
including manual ball valves & automated ball
valve packages; actuators for the automation of
industrial valves.

Safety explosion protection devices and systems
for use in the process control applications. Key
applications also include fieldbus and industrial
network components, lighting surge protection,
alarm management and gas analysis.
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